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U.S. history is taught frequently in students’ early schooling, often twice in
grades K-8, and once more in the guise of state history. Given the
chronological nature of the subject, teachers usually “begin at the beginning”
and invariably run out of time before reaching the twenty-first century. The
frequency with which early American events are taught has had an unexpected
consequence: it has helped ensure the longevity of children’s books set during
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

The ubiquity of titles like Johnny Tremain (set during the American Revolution)
and The Witch of Blackbird Pond (set in seventeenth-century Connecticut) is a
boon for middle and high school teachers searching for effective ways to
introduce students to historiographical debates and the challenge of
constructing coherent historical narratives from spotty historical records.
When historical novels are juxtaposed with the primary sources that inspired
them, they invite readers to think deeply about what it means to “do history,”
to conduct the research that lies at the heart of the historical endeavor.

When historical novels are presented as works of historical interpretation,
they can also serve as tools that help students learn to “read like
historians.” The new Common Core State Standards call for the deliberate
teaching of literacy across school subjects, a demand that derives from
acknowledgement that each discipline brings distinct skills to bear on the
reading and analysis of text. The literature surrounding the Common Core and,
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in fact, the Common Core standards themselves, however, operate on the
assumption that history students primarily require instruction on how to derive
meaning from textbooks and historical documents. Given that historians
read all texts, including literature, in distinctive ways, this is
shortsighted.

 

Fig. 1. Gravestones of Amos and Violet Fortune, Old Burying Ground, Jaffrey,
New Hampshire. Photograph courtesy of the author.

Fig. 2. Unsigned, and hence unbinding, manumission paper for Amos Fortune.
Courtesy of the Jaffrey Public Library, Jaffrey, New Hampshire.

Elizabeth Yates’ Amos Fortune, Free Man is one novel that provides a means for
students to both “do” early American history and practice reading like a
historian. Published in 1950, Amos Fortune, Free Man is a fictional biography
of a real man now buried in an integrated cemetery in Jaffrey, New Hampshire.
The book won the 1951 Newbery Medal, a coveted award granted annually by the
American Library Association to the author of “the most distinguished
contribution to American literature for children.” Children’s books recognized
with the Newbery enjoy significantly longer shelf-lives than the industry
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standard, and Amos Fortune is no exception. While not as widely taught as
Newbery winners Johnny Tremain and The Witch of Blackbird Pond, or Newbery
Honor Book My Brother Sam is Dead (like Johnny Tremain, a Revolutionary War
novel), Amos Fortune does regularly figure in grade-school curriculum. Twelve
percent of U.S. states host recommended reading lists on their Department of
Education Websites, and of these, half, including the states of California and
New York, list Amos Fortune among titles for middle school students. Yates’
novel is also warmly embraced by the Christian homeschool community.

Little is known about the historical Fortune, but surviving documents make
clear the remarkable nature of his story. Taken captive in Africa, he died in
New England a respected freedman of some means. Fortune was owned by and
apprenticed to a tanner in his young manhood, and he practiced this trade in
New Hampshire once freed. His business flourished, enabling him, upon his
death, to leave a “handsome present” to the church, as well as a monetary gift
to the local school. Dividends from the school funds were used for student
prizes as late as the 1930s (and later for other educational purposes), but it
wasn’t until Elizabeth Yates’ novel appeared at the onset of the Civil Rights
movement that Fortune’s name became more widely known.

Yates’ novel celebrates its extraordinary protagonist, but it is a white
apologist narrative for slavery. The story begins in an African village where
fifteen-year-old At-Mun is captured, marched to the sea, and placed on a
Boston-bound slaver. No records of the historical Fortune exist prior to his
membership in a Massachusetts household. Yates therefore borrows a literary
trope common in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries to establish his pre-
American identity as a tribal prince. This fictional heritage becomes an
explanatory device for Yates: Amos’ royal blood gives him the ability to
withstand the Middle Passage with self-respect intact. The custom of imagining
American slaves as African royalty has a history of its own, however: the
practice flattered slave owners by rendering them masters of another nation’s
kings. What might it mean, then, for an elite white woman writing in the 1940s
to imagine Amos Fortune as an African prince, and to craft his life story as a
narrative in which he is grateful for having been brought to New England?

Extant documents reveal Amos Fortune’s status as a slave in the 1760s and then,
beginning in 1770, as a freedman, landowner, tanner (with apprentices),
husband, church member, and benefactor. In themselves, the legal documents are
static, archaic documents that require a narrator to become story. Yates steps
into the role, drawing on local histories of Jaffrey, New Hampshire, and widely
circulated scholarship on slavery to make sense of Fortune’s life. In the
novel, Amos’ first master informs his wife that, Quaker principles
notwithstanding, Amos could not be freed immediately as he “is part animal now.
What would he do but run wild?” (35).

Given Yates’ sources, as well as her social position, it should come as no
surprise that she embeds Fortune’s life within an understanding of slavery as a
“school for civilization.” The belief that bondage was a necessary way station



between African “savagery” and American citizenship was widely embraced by
mainstream historians, and the public at large, in the pre-Civil Rights era in
which Yates wrote. Amos Fortune is in line with contemporaneous historiography.
If the premise that slavery was a “school for civilization” was replaced with
one that declared slavery fundamentally oppressive, we might ask, how would the
fictionalized version of Amos Fortune—and his masters—differ? How would Amos
Fortune read differently?

The slave trade is condemned in Yates’ novel, but slavery is redeemed, in large
part because it brings African “pagans” to Christ. In structuring Amos
Fortune as a Christian conversion narrative, however, Yates implicates Amos—and
by extension, Africans at large—in his bondage. Amos refuses freedom papers
when they are offered because “he did not want his life to be apart from
[Master] Caleb’s in any way” (46). Amos was content in the Copeland household
and he believed political freedom meaningless without the promise of salvation;
thus, he wished to secure heaven first. Predictably, his earthly master dies
insolvent and Amos is sold to pay the debts.

Yates’ political and religious beliefs—she was raised in a wealthy Catholic
home steeped in noblesse oblige and the dictum that “to work when there was no
need was to deprive someone for whom there was need”—likely influenced her
decision to solve an interpretative problem posed by the records in this way. A
1763 manumission paper declaring Amos free in four years’ time—or upon the
death of his master Ichabod Richardson—was drawn but not signed, rendering it
nonbinding. When Richardson died five years later, Amos was still enslaved, and
Richardson’s will neglected to mention him. This made Amos the property of his
heirs. Why did an unsigned manumission paper exist? Yates’ explanation—that
Amos turns down freedom—bridges the evidentiary gap and makes for a compelling
story. But it also advances a historical argument whose implications most find
deeply troubling today. In effect, it transfers responsibility for Fortune’s
continued enslavement from his white owners and a flawed system of legal
protection to a single disenfranchised slave.

Like the vast majority of children’s novels taught in schools, Amos Fortune,
Free Man was widely praised at the time of its publication. Now a half-century
later, historical interpretations of slavery and social sensibilities about
race have changed dramatically. Yet as its updated paperback cover reveals, the
novel continues to circulate briskly, appearing on the recommended reading
lists for Alaska, California, and New York. Teaching Amos Fortune, Free Man as
“timeless” literature is troublesome, but tapping the novel’s potential to
teach students the importance of contextualization and to coach them in reading
for historical argument and subtext is pedagogically exciting.

The historical Amos Fortune willed monies to his local schoolhouse upon his
demise. Amazingly, those funds continue to benefit students today. A portion of
proceeds from the initial bequest paid for publication of Peter Lambert’s
educational booklet, Amos Fortune: The Man and His Legacy (2000). This
classroom guide provides background information on Fortune’s life and



transcribes all relevant historical documents found to date. With this resource
and Yates’ novel in hand, students born nearly three centuries after Fortune
can hone their skills in historical research, analysis, and thinking as they
piece together both the history and memory of his life.
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